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• Short-term memory

• Working memory

• Working memory and the brain

What is memory?

The Persistence of Memory -Salvador Dali



Intuitions about memory
• Memory for different times?

• What did you have for breakfast three days ago?

• What did you have for breakfast this morning?

• Memory for different kinds of things?

• Facts

• Experiences

• Skills

• Do you have to try to remember these things?

Modal Model
(e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968;

Waugh & Norman, 1965)
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Sensory Memory
• The first stage of memory that very briefly holds onto 

incoming perceptual information.

• Iconic Memory

• Visual Sensory Memory

• < ~ 1 sec

• Echoic Memory

• Auditory Sensory Memory

• < ~ 3 sec



Iconic Memory
• Visual Sensory Memory

• Persistence of Vision

• The continued perception of 
light after the stimulus is gone.

• e.g., Sparkler Trails

• e.g., Lightning Flash

• Physical Stimulus:

• 3 to 4 one-millisecond bolts 
(50 ms between each) ≈ 200 ms

• Perceived Stimulus:

• About 1000 ms (1 second)

• e.g., Movies

Sperling’s Iconic Memory Experiments

Sperling’s Iconic Memory Experiments

• Whole Report

• Accuracy limited by time required to report numbers.

• Partial Report

• Most visual info is immediately available,
but quickly decays over time (lasts ~ 1 second).



Sensory Memory --> Short-Term Memory

• Almost all visual information is automatically retained in 
sensory memory for a brief period of time (e.g., 
Sperling).

• < 1 sec

• Attention is necessary to transfer some subset of that 
information into STM.

Memory Span (Digit Span)

• The number of items (numbers) that can be recalled 
immediately, in order, after a brief presentation.

• Used as a measure of short-term memory capacity.

Digit Span Demonstration



Digit Span Demonstration
• 4: 9 7 5 4

• 5: 6 8 2 5 9

• 6: 9 1 3 8 2 5

• 7: 5 9 6 3 8 2 7

• 8: 8 6 9 5 1 3 7 2

• 9: 7 1 9 3 8 4 2 7 3

• 10: 9 1 5 2 4 3 8 1 6 2

• 12: 1 8 1 2 1 4 9 2 1 7 7 6

The Magical Number 7... or 4

• Miller (1956) suggests the capacity of working memory 
to be 7+/-2 items

• More recent estimates suggests it is closer to 4 items, 
but chunking and integration allow us to store 
seemingly more information.

Luck%&%Vogel,%Nature%(1997)

• Feature Integration:

• Remember 
individual features 
or conjunctions for 
a small number of 
items

The Magical Number 7... or 4

Luck%&%Vogel,%Nature%(1997)



STM Capacity
• Often Measured with Memory Span Tests

• Normal capacity is about 7 +/- 2 Items

• Chunking

• Capacity can be improved by recoding information into groups.

• NFLCBSIRAMTV--> NFL CBS IRA MTV

• Re-coding

• Changing the mental format or representation of information.

• e.g., visual --> auditory, chunking

• Rehearsal

• Mental repetition/recycling maintains info in STM

chunking/recoding

Stop: Recall

• Which list were you able to remember better?

• How can we explain chunks?

• Chunks seem almost like a cheat because we can 
get more information per “unit” than normal.

• Does this make sense at a psychological level? What 
about at a neurological level?

Learning, Chunks, and Automaticity:
Chess

• Showed expert and novice chess players arrangements 
of pieces from chess games for 5 seconds.

• Subjects had to studied these configurations and then 
replicate them.

• Actual game positions

• Random positions

• What do you think happened?



Learning, Chunks, and Automaticity:
Chess

Learning, Chunks, and Automaticity:
Chess

• This is not due to the master developing better short-
term memory.

• Otherwise what would you expect?

• The patterns are broken into meaningful chunks in the 
mind of the expert.

STM Capacity
• Often Measured with Memory Span Tests

• Normal capacity is about 7 +/- 2 Items

• Chunking

• Capacity can be improved by recoding information into groups.

• NFLCBSIRAMTV--> NFL CBS IRA MTV

• Re-coding

• Changing the mental format or representation of information.

• e.g., visual --> auditory, chunking

• Rehearsal

• Mental repetition/recycling maintains info in STM

chunking/recoding



Coding Assumed by Modal Model

Sensory Coding
(same as input modality)

Auditory Coding
(speech sounds)

Semantic Coding

“Coding” = Format of the  mental representation.

Evidence for Auditory Coding in STM

Phonological 
Similarity 
Effect

• Auditory Coding

• Visual Coding

• Semantic Coding

• What types of information are 
represented by these different codes?

How else is information 
encoded in STM?



Proactive interference
• Trial 1 :

• Banana, Apple, Peach

• Trial 2

• Plum, Apricot, Lime

• Trial 3

• Melon, Lemon, Grape

• Trial 4

• Either fruits, veg, flowers, 
meats, or professions.

Wickens et al. (1976)

Possible Causes of Forgetting
• Decay

• Memory fades across time.

• Original interpretation of Brown-Peterson forgetting.

• Interference

• Memory is disrupted by other information.

• Two Types

• Retroactive Interference (RI)

• Proactive Interference (PI)

Types of Interference

• Retroactive Interference (RI)

• New info interferes with previously stored memories.

• Proactive Interference (PI)

• Previous info interferes with learning new info.

(long-term memory examples)



STM Forgetting

• Interference more than decay

• Both RI and PI

• Interference is higher among similar than dissimilar 
information.

Free Recall Demo

Free Recall Demo



Serial Position Effects

Train

Toenail

Primacy Effect

• Earlier items are 
rehearsed more.

• Facilitates transfer 
to LTM

recall

rehearsal

Recency Effects

Items still in STM

Items forgotten 
from STM



Serial Position Curves

• Primacy Effect

• Better memory for beginning of study list.

• More rehearsal facilitates LTM encoding.

• Recency Effect

• Better memory for end of study list.

• Last few items still in STM.

Working Memory

• Phonological Loop

• Visuospatial Sketchpad

• Central Executive

STM

Working Memory

• Early theorizing on short term memory 
posited it was simply a short-term 
storage system.

• But we can see that STM needs to 
encode and retrieve information to/from 
LTM.

• Thus, STM is not just passive storage, 
memory has the capacity to do work!



Working Memory

• Work: (physics) is the amount of energy transferred by 
a force acting through a distance in the direction of the 
force.

• How can we explain (1) the dynamic processes 
involved in cognitions such as understanding language 
and (2) the fact that people can carry out two tasks 
seemingly simultaneously?

Baddeley’s Model of “Working” Memory

[Baddaley%&%Hitch,%1974]

Ac&ve,*dynamic,*working*component

Modal*Short:Term*Store Modal*Short:Term*Store

Doing Work in Memory

Central%ExecuCve

Phonological%Loop VisuospaCal%
Sketchpad

“Turn%leK%at%
the%second%
light…”

Rebecca%Black’s%
Friday%is%playing%on%
the%radio.

Relevant

Irrelevant

CE*helps*to*
a@enuate*incoming*
informa&on.



Doing Work in Memory

Central%ExecuCve

Phonological%Loop VisuospaCal%
Sketchpad

“Turn%leK%at%
the%second%
light…”

Rebecca%Black’s%
Friday%is%playing%on%
the%radio.

Relevant

Irrelevant

CE*maintains*
informa&on*in*STM.

CE*integrates*verbal*
informa&on*with*
spa&al*informa&on.

Working Memory
• Try not to get too hung up on these boxes and arrows. 

These are functional models not necessarily biologically 
grounded.

• There is no single “phonological loop” in the brain.

• Our understanding of working memory is quite detailed 
but it is still evolving!

• This is one of the best parts of science, you need to 
be comfortable working in ambiguity and you can’t be 
afraid of being wrong.

The Phonological Loop
• There is evidence for specialized linguistic processing 

in working memory:

• Phonological Similarity Effect:

• Conrad (1964) showed that people confuse to-be-
remembered letters with phonologically similar 
letters.

Shown% % % S* T* B* K
Recalled% % F* D* P* K

Phonological*Errors



The Phonological Loop
• There is evidence for specialized linguistic processing 

in working memory:

• Phonological Similarity Effect

• Word Length Effect:

For%the%same%#%of%words,
it%is%easier%to%remember
short%words%than%long%words.

[Baddeley%et%al.%(1984)]

The Phonological Loop
• There is evidence for specialized linguistic processing 

in working memory:

• Phonological Similarity Effect

• Word Length Effect

• Articulatory Suppression:
RepeaCng%words:
“the,%the,%the…”
“Monday,%Monday,%Monday…”

Makes%the%word%length%effect%
disappear.

[Baddeley%et%al.%(1984)]

Visuospatial Sketchpad

• Holds visuospatial images in WM.

• One kind of mental processing supported 
by the VS sketchpad is visual imagery.

• e.g., How many windows were in the house 
where you grew up?



The Visuospatial Sketch Pad

• Mental rotation of objects:

• Are these pairs of objects the 
same?

• Hold the object in memory and 
rotate it in simulated space.

[Shepard%&%Metzler,%Science,'(1971)]

The Visuospatial Sketch Pad

• Time to correctly 
identify “SAME” pairs 
is linearly related to 
the magnitude of 
rotation.

The Visuospatial Sketch Pad
• Interference:

o

*%=%outside%corner
o%=%inside%corner

Trace%the%image%of%the%F%in%your%mind%
starCng%at%*%and%moving%clockwise.%
Indicate%when%you%come%to%an%outside%
corner%or%an%inside%corner%by:

(1)PoinCng%to%inside/outside%(above)
(2)Saying%inside/outside

When*people*use*a*verbal*response,*there*is*less*visuospa&al*
interference*and*their*speed*and*accuracy*improve.



Central Executive
• Controls WM systems

• Phonological loop (PL) & 
visuospatial sketchpad (VS).

• Mental Arithmetic Example:

• Both PL and VS can help solve 
problem.

• Central executive controls access 
and information sharing among the 
PL & VS.

• Poorly Understood"

     37
x   28
   296
+ 740
 1036

Relating Memory Concepts to the Brain

• Working memory/STM deficits 
are specifically related to 
damage to the prefrontal 
cortex (PFC).

• Patients with PFC damage 
verbalize the most appropriate 
social response for situations, 
yet, in reality, they instead 
pursue behavior that is aimed 
at immediate gratification or 
habit driven.



Delayed Matching to Sample

Food*Reward

Right%–%Covered%Well LeK%–%Covered%Well

Delayed Matching to Sample

Food*Reward

Right%–%Covered%Well LeK%–%Covered%WellScreen*comes*down*during*
delay.

Delayed Matching to Sample

Food*Reward

Right%–%Covered%Well LeK%–%Covered%Well

A healthy chimp can do this task very well.
Chimps with PFC lesions do no better than chance on delay trials.



PFC Neurons Encode Spatial Features

• Neurons encode specific locations.

• Activity during the delay period predicts 
successful gaze shifts.

WM: Ignoring distracting 
information

• Vogel et al. (2005) had 
participants remember either:

• the orientation of 2 red 
rectangles presented alone, 
or:

• the orientation of 2 red 
rectangles presented with two 
blue distracting rectangles.

• High WM capacity participants 
showed no differences

• Low WM capacity couldn’t 
ignore distractors

Spatial or Attentional Mechanisms?
Or Both?

• Wisconsin Card Sort Task

• Yuko Munakata* (and Eliana Colunga*)

• The rules of the game change (color, shape, number). Healthy 
subjects can update the rule and perform well. PFC impairment, 
however, leads to perseveration (using the same rule, even 
when you know you should change).

• PFC lesions

• Very young children


